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July to October!  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Introduction

Hello! Picsar here! I’m now 11 months old and 82 pounds! Can 

you believe how big I gotten?! Crazy! Anyways, lots has happened 

since my last newsletter. My mom goes to school at Mt. Sac and I get 

to go with her! I’m a good boy and lay quietly while the teacher 

lecture. Plus, I’m the teacher’s favorite… Can you blame them? 

Anyways, I have been working hard on perfecting my commands: sit, 

down, stay, come, the formal recall and heel! My mom is so proud of 

me! As you read this, I’ll be at GDA for my eval! I’ll be showing off all 

the skills I have learned! I hope to bring home a good report home!  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Trip to Downtown Disney!  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Me, Aspen and Hurley went to 

Downtown Disney to 

experience crowds and we did 

so well! Everyone thought we 

were so well behaved and so 

cute — Well, they thought I 

was handsome! 



School!  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So my mom goes to 

school to become a vet 

tech.. So, I get to see 

things like my pony 

friend here. I like him! 



OCTA Event!  
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I went to the bi-annual OCTA bus day! It’s a 

training for us puppies. So I got to ride the 

public bus with my friend, Aspen, and it took 

us to Downtown Disney. Here’s Apsen and I 

cuddling while our raisers ate lunch! Aren’t 

we cute?



Brea Mall with Alder!  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I went to the mall with fellow, Sepulveda dog 

Alder! We were working on being calm with 

another dog around and we worked on our 

basic obedience. We had fun and were so 

well behaved! (: 



Golf Tournament!  
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Ah! I had SO much fun going to the 

golf tournament! It was great to 

represent Guide Dogs of America and 

Sepulveda!



Thank you!  
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I just want to Thank you SO much for being 

so generous for sponsoring me! I’m having 

so much fun learning! Once again, thank 

you!!!! 
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